A genetic variant in cytoskeleton motors amplifies susceptibility to leukoaraiosis in hypertensive smokers: gene-environmental interactions behind vascular white matter demyelinization.
One of the most frequent causes of an age-associated cognitive decline is the vascular white matter demyelinization of the brain referred to as leukoaraiosis (LA). The wide range of severity of the cognitive decline caused by LA can have numerous deleterious effects on the quality of life, leading overall to far-reaching public health problems. Besides clinical risk factors such as hypertension and advanced age, genetic susceptibility factors are presumed to be of great importance in the development of LA. The protein kinesin, which is the main motor protein in the trafficking system of the mitochondria, can undergo functional damage under the circumstances of chronic hypoxia. This may give rise to a slowly developing metabolic crisis in the glia cells, a phenomenon hypothesized to account for the evolution of LA. Setting out from this assumption, we examined how the kinesin light-chain 1 (KNS2) G56836C single nucleotide polymorphism in intron 13 affects the susceptibility to LA. This genetic variant was found to be associated with cognitive disturbances and neurodegeneration, and it was presumed to affect the function of kinesin. The association analysis of the above genetic variant was performed in 229 patients with LA and 264 neuroimaging alteration-free controls. The KNS2 56836CC variant increased the risk of LA 7.76-fold in hypertensive smokers as compared with those not carrying this variant. This finding may be useful in everyday clinical practice by indicating the need for stricter preventive measures in CC carriers.